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Hourl
5 pts

U.S.A. Hockey, the governing body of amateur hockey, has invited a St. Cloud State
sports information director to be a media liason for the 1992 U.S. Olympic hockey
team. What is the name of that person?
- Anne Abicht

10 pts

In the movie "Dr. No," what were the names given to the two nurses who were in
charge of James Bond's accomodations at Dr. No's complex?
- Sister Rose and Sister Lily

25 pts

On the same day that Dave Winfield was born, a major event was happening in
major league baseball. What was the event?
-- Bobby Thomson hit a home run winning the 1951 pennant
for the New York Giants over the Brooklyn Dodgers (also
known as the "Shot heard 'round the world)

15 pts

What was the name of the person who played bass guitar for Peter, Paul and Mary's
25th Anniversary Concert aired on P.B.S.?
- Richard (or Dick) Kniss

10 pts

What is the name of the family dog in the TV series "Married ... with children?"
-Buck

20 pts

Noted rock promoter Bill Graham died this past year, but we would like to honor
the memory of his name by asking what his real name was. Please tell us what
name he was given at birth.
-- Wolfgang Grajonca

5 pts

What was the name of the volcano in the Phillipines that erupted last year?
-- Mt. Pinatubo

15 pts

In the movie "Back To The Future III," what was the name of the mine they buried
the Dilorean in?
- The DelGado Mine

10 pts

In the 1991 Indianapolis 500, six different men led the race at one time or another.
Which driver led the race for only one lap?
-- Bobby Rahal

Hour2
5 pts

Elvis had 18 number one songs but only 17 number one records. This was
accomplished by having two songs on one record go to number 1. What are
the titles of those two songs?
- Don't Be Cruel/Hound Dog

lOpts

With the Nintendo craze going on, I'm sure we've all seen Mario and all the
Super Mario Bros. stuff we care to. What was the first video game that
introduced Mario?
-- Donkey Kong

40 pts

At the Minnesota State Fair one can find Rudy's Super Duper Milk House. In
1991 the Milk House feautured six flavors of milk. What were they ?
- Udderly Plain
Rudy's Root Beer
Orange Dream
Creamy Peanut Butter
Very Strawberry
Banana Bliss

15 pts

Actor Robert Stack was a 3 time All American in a sport when he went to
college. What was that sport?
-- Skeet shooting

10 pts

What was the name of the historical novelist who requested and paid for the
exhumation of Zachary Taylors remains in 1991?
-- Clara Rising

40 pts

In the movie "Popcorn," what are the names of the scheduled movies that are
to play at the Dreamland theater?
-- Mosquito; The Stench; The Attack of the Amazing
Electrifed Man

5 pts

Who was the author of the book "The Bonfire of the Vanities?"
-- Tom Wolfe.

15 pts

What is the name of the blind begger who gives Billy Bones the "Black Spot"
in the book "Treasure Island?"
-- (David) Pew

10 pts

If you are a phillumenist (p-h-i-1-1-u-m-e-n-i-s-t) what are you?
-- A collector of match book covers

Hour3
5 pts

What country boasts the most subway passengers?
-- Japan

10 pts

What is the name of the current St. Cloud State Affirmative Action officer?
- Jill Ciliberto

60 pts

Who was the first girl to score a touchdown in a high school football game?
-- Vicki Civik - Iola (WI.) High School, during the 1991
season

10 pts

What is the first rock and roll song to be featured in a movie and what movie
was it featured in?
-- Rock Around the Clock, Blackboard Jungle

15 pts

In the TV series "Northern Exposure," what are the call letters and broadcast
frequency of the radio station in Cicely, Alaska?
-- KBHR
57 AM (or 570 AM)

25 pts

Who invented the dumbwaiter?
-- Thomas Jefferson

5 pts

What European country was the first to allow women the right to vote?
-Finland

15 pts

What is the world's largest landlocked country?
--Mongolia

10 pts

What year was Playdoh introduced, and what was the first color?
-- 1956; off-white

Hour4
5 pts

What is the only American state to end with a "k"?
-- New York

10 pts

What are the names of the artists that made up the pop group Milli Vanilli?
-- Rob Pilatus, and Fabrice Morvan

40 pts

Who is the voice for the tub of Parkay maragarine that tries to convice the
comsumer he is butter?
-Michael Bell

15 pts

What does Archie Bunker call "WASP soul food?"
-Twinkies

10 pts

On the TV show "Hee Haw," who ended each episode with the words "That's
all" from 1969 till the last network show in 1971?
-- Cathy Baker

35 pts

Who was the first person to have a baseball card issued in his memory, after
he died, shortly before the season started?
-- Ken Hubbs (1964 Topps)

5 pts

Which continent has the lowest annual rainfall?
- Antarctica

15 pts

In the movie "Blazing Saddles," Lilly Von Shtoop is billed under what name at
the Rock Ridge saloon?
-- The Teutonic Titwillow

10 pts

In the comic strip "L'il Abner," who was L'il Abners comic strip hero?
-- Fearless Fosdick

Hour5
5 pts

Name the US presidents are buried at Arlington National Cemetery?
-- Taft and Kennedy

10 pts

What musician was known as the Singing Brakeman?
-- Jimmie Rodgers

50 pts

One time Rocky and Bullwinkle held a "Rocky and Bullwinkle Fan Club
Benefit Telethon" to raise money for the show. They gave two phone
numbers that you could call. What were they?
-- SUCKER 9-2222 and SHAKEDOWN 5-6565

15 pts

Who was the Minnesota Twins last draft pick in 1971?
-- Joe Theismann

10 pts

In the TV series "Heat of the Night," what is the name of Chief Gillespie's
dog?
-- Beauregard

25 pts

What are the four games that Bill & Ted have to play against the Grim Reaper
in the movie "Bill & Ted's Bogus Journey?"
-- Battleship, Clue, Electric Football, Twister

5 pts

Name any of the three husbands of Mary, Queen of Scots.
-- Francis II of France, Lord Darnley, or the Earl of Bothwell.

15 pts

What was the name of the woman who was hanged for complicity in the
assassination of President Abraham Lincoln?
-- Mary Surratt

10 pts

In days, how long was Terry Anderson held hostage?
-- 2455 days

Hour6
5 pts

What is the slogan that RCA Victor uses with the picture of the dog listening
to the old phonograph?
-- His Master's Voice

10 pts

What flower is Dudley Do-Right allergic to?
-Marigolds

35 pts

In the movie "2010," what were the six words that Dr. Chandra used to start

the reprogramming of Hal's voice circuits?
-- Hello, Doctor, Name, Continue, Yesterday, Tomorrow
15 pts

In the St. Valentine's Day Massacre in Chicago, seven men were lined up and
gunned down by Al Capone. Six of them were gangsters, and the seventh
was an optometrist who was a gangster groupie. What was the optometrist's
name?
-- Dr. Reinhardt Schwimmer

10 pts

Who received the first penalty in the 1991 N.H.L. All Star game?
- Phil Housley

45 pts

In the early 1980's Nestles came out with a set of 5 stuffed toys that were

made in the shape of flavored chips. What names were given to these stuffed
toys.
- Milky; Lil Bits; Semi Sweetie; P. Nutty; Scotchy
5pts

In the wild, the ring-tailed lemur is found in only one place in the world.
Where is that?
-- the island of Madagascar

15 pts

Who was the official designer for Jacqueline Kennedy from 1961 to 1963?
- Oleg Cassini

10 pts

What is the name of the wrecked steamboat in Huckleberry Finn?
-- Walter Scott

Hour7
5 pts

How many stomachs do cows have?
--4

10 pts

Who was the originator of the popular study aid, "Cliff Notes?"
- Cliff Hiligas

35 pts

Besides being an accomplished pitcher for the Chicago White Sox, Jack
McDowell has gained a certain amount of notoriety as a musician. His first
big break as a musician came when E.S.P.N. put together a little video for a
single he had recorded and aired it on Sports Center. What was the name of
the tune they played?
- Extended Agenda

15 pts

Who was the first person to be convicted of obscenity for the sale of a 2 Live
Crew album?
-- Charles Freeman (Fort Lauderdale, Florida)

10 pts

In the TV series "Magnum P.I.," what is Higgin's full name?
-- Jonathan Quayle Higgins III

25 pts

On the day that the Twins clinched the division in 1987, Carl Pohlad vowed he
would do something for the starting pitcher of that game. Who was the
pitcher, and what did he do?
-- Joe Niekro; he shined his shoes in public

5 pts

What product is advertised as "Quite Possibly the World's Most Perfect
Food?"
-- (Chiquita) Bananas

15 pts

To what person or organization did the president send his first Point of Light
award?
--The Commercial Appeal (a newspaper in Memphis)

10 pts

In the movie "Who Framed Roger Rabbit," who does the voice of Roger
Rabbit?
-- Charles Fleisher

Hour8
5 pts What sisters are famous for their TV commercials for Lenny's ... Denny's?
-- The Korlick Sisters
10 pts Leon Joseph Roberts the Third is better known in sports circles as who?
-- Bip Roberts
25 pts What are the names of the three airships (blimps) currently operated by
Goodyear?
-- the America (based in Houston, Texas)
the Columbia (Los Angeles, California)
the Enterprise (Pompano Beach, Florida)
15 pts In the movie "I Married A Monster From Outer Space," what is the name of the
town the movie takes place in?
- Norrisville
10 pts The policing outfit of the U.S. Senate is called the Senate Ethics Committee. The
former head of the committee was in office 12 years before stepping down last
November. What was this person's name?
-- Senator Howell Heflin
25 pts The U.S. Olympic Committee is marketing its first set of Olympic trading cards
featuring 5 living U.S. Olympians. Name the 5.
-- Bob Mathias, Milt Campbell, Rafer Johnson, Bill Toomey,
and Bruce Jenner (all won the decathlon)
5 pts Which comic strip character is the brother of Lois from the "Hi & Lois" comic
strip?
-- Beetle Bailey
15 pts While on a fact finding trip to Russia last year, Senator Paul Wellstone visited the
Siberian hometown of his father. Name that town.
-- Khabarovsk
10 pts After reviewing cinema for the New Yorker Magazine for 24 years, the author of
the "Current Cinema" column retired last year. What was this person's name?
- Pauline Kael

Hour9
5 pts

In what year was the present wording of the Pledge of Allegiance approved?

--1954
10 pts

What are the 6 official languages used at the United Nations?
- Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian, and Spanish

65 pts

What is the name of the Iraqi TV anchorman who became well known during
the Persian Gulf war for reading statements from Saddam Hussein?
- Miqdad Muradi

15 pts

In the movie "The Longest Yard," what were the call letters of the station that
broadcast the football game?
-WZAZ

10 pts

The Vikings Old-Timers had a rematch of Super Bowl 8 with the Miami
Dolphins Old-Timers. Who won and what was the score?
-- Vikings won 24-20

40 pts

In the TV series "Night Court," Bull Shannon entered a child's book into a

local children's book contest, only to have it turned down to the nature of the
book. What was the title of that book?
-- Puff, The Flesh Eating Dragon
5 pts

John Elroy Sanford was an entertainer better known as ... ?
--Red Foxx

15 pts

What was the name of the hotel that Donnie Wahlberg of the group "New
Kids On The Block" was charged with setting fire to.
-- Seelbach Hotel

10 pts

What was the name of the Belfast shipyard that built the Titanic?
- Harland and Wolff

Hour 10
5 pts

What is the formula used to determine when the Presidential Election Day
will be in the United States?
-- It is always the first Tuesday after the first Monday in
November

10 pts

Who is the first Major League player to win the baseball batting title in three
different decades?
-- George Brett

25 pts

Who was the only Black to win the Medal of Honor during WWI?
-- Cpl. Freddy Stauer

15 pts

In the cartoon, what was He-Man's home planet?
-- Eternia

10 pts

What is the full real name of Grandpa Jones from the TV series "Hee Haw?"
- Louis Marshall Jones
Who was the first person to fly an airplane solo in Australia?
-- Harry Houdini

35 pts
5 pts

How many stars surround the wreath of lady slippers on the Minnesota state
flag?
--19

15 pts

What was the name of the first Czechoslovakian Head of State to address the
U.S. Congress?
-- Vaclav Havel

10 pts

Mark Twain's childhood girlfriend was immortalized as Becky in the book
"Tom Sawyer." What was his childhood sweetheart's name?
-- Laura Hawkins

Hour 11
5 pts

What former Minnesota Twin was known as Senor Smoke?
-- Juan Berenguer

10 pts

Rubies and sapphires are not specific minerals in and of themselves. They are
differently colored varieties of a different mineral. What is that mineral?
--Corundum

35 pts

In the history of major league baseball, there has been only one father and
son pitching combination to both lead or share the lead in pitching losses in
their respective leagues. Name them.
-- Herman and Duane Pillette

15 pts

What is the name of Jabba the Hut's monkeylike reptile pet?
-- Salacious Crumb

10 pts

What is the highest point in the state of Maine, and what county is it located
in?
- Mount Katahdin, Piscataquis county

90 pts

The longest running radio program involved with the sport of bowling has
been on the air for 56 years. What is the name of the program, the person
who runs it, and the station it airs on?
-- Ten-Pin Tattler; Sam Weinstein (pronounced Wine-steen);
WGN (720 on your AM dial in Chicago)

5 pts

If you were talking to someone who used the words "Nanu, nanu," who
would you be talking to?
-- Mork (or someone from Ork)

15 pts

Besides being Woody the bartender in the TV series "Cheers," Woody
Harrelson also fronts his own rock and roll band. What is the name of his
group?
-- Manly Moondog and the Three Kool Kats

10 pts

Chewing gum became possible when it was discovered that chicle, a natural
gum from a tree in central America does not lose its elasticity. What tree is
chicle from?
-Sapodilla

TIIIS HAS BEEN THE FUNNY NAME HOUR. .....

Hour 12
5 pts

The Earp brothers' disreputable buddy Doc Holiday (of O.K. Corral fame)
was in fact a:
-dentist

10 pts

What major league baseball player was the first to hit a home run as a
Designated Hitter?
-- Pedro (or Tony) Oliva

35 pts

What are the full names of the five children who won golden tickets in the
movie 'Willie Wonka and the Choacalate Factory?"
-- Veruca Salts, Augusta Gloop, Violet Beaugard, Mike
Teevee, Charlie Bucket

15 pts

Please give us the names of the four men who succeeded Stalin as the
premieres of Russia.
-- (George) Malenkov, (Nikolai) Bulganin, (Nikita) Kruschev,
and (Aleksei) Kosygin

10 pts

One of the stars of the Persian Gulf War was jeep-like vehicle nicknamed the
Humvee. What is the real name for the vehicle?
- High Mobility Multi-Purpose Wheeled Vehicle

45 pts

For the first time in nearly 70 years, a non-soviet ship sailed from Europe to
Japan via the Arctic ocean. Name that ship.
-- the French ship L'Astrolabe

5 pts

The Icelandic flag contains what colors?
- Red, White, and Blue

15 pts

In the movie "THE GLASS BOTTOM BOAT," what is the name of Doris Day's
hyperactive dog?
-- Vladmir

10 pts

Last year, the National Register of Historic Places in the U.S. decided, for the
first time, to honor a place connected to someone who played rock and roll.
Name that place.
-- Graceland

Hour 13
5 pts

In what year did the women of France gain the right to vote?

--1944
10 pts

For all you people who have recently had tonsillectomies, a certain brand of
ice-cream is calling itself the "Official Ice Cream for Tonsillectomies," and
offering a care package for anyone who just had one or who is about to have
one. Name that ice cream.
-- Edy's

20 pts

What school was the first to secure a spot in the 1991 N.C.A.A. basketball's
Final 64?
-- Princeton

15 pts

What make and model car led the list as being the most stolen car in 1991?
-- 86 Chevrolet Camaro

10 pts

In the TV series "Cheers", who plays Tom Babson, Esq. (lawyer)/Tree

Pruner?
-- Tom Babson
5 pts

In Venice, Italy, the law decrees that all gondolas, except those belonging to

high public officials, must be painted a certain color. What is that color?
- Black
15 pts

Who first published the best selling novel "Hunt for Red October" by Tom
Clancy?
-- Naval Institute Press.

10 pts

How long is the nose on the Statue of Liberty?
-- 4 feet 6 inches

Hour 14
5 pts

John Philip Sousa named one of his marches after a newspaper. What was
the name of the march?
--The Washington Post March

10 pts

What artist had the first a cappella single to reach number one, and what was
the name of the song?
-- Don't Worry, Be Happy, by Bobby Mcferrin

80 pts

Last year the National Wildlife Federation sponsored a TV ad featuring some
of the Muppets trying to come up with a slogan for Earth Day. What was the
name of the Muppet's Ad Agency in the commercial, and what were the
three slogans suggested by the members of the ad agency??
-- Frog, Frog, and Frog was the agency
Earth Day - It's Back
Go Ahead-Make My Earth Day
Try The Great Taste Of Earth Day

15 pts

What is the name of the pizza place that delivered pizzas to McCauley
Caulkin in the movie "Home Alone?"
-- Little Nero's Pizza

10 pts

Who was the first Miss America crowned by Bert Parks?
-- Lee Ann Merriweather

45 pts

For the first time in the history of show jumping, a rider won 8 Grand Prix
events in 1 season of show jumping. Who is that person?
-- Margie Goldstein

5 pts

Arnold Schwarznegger used to hold the record for the most Mr. Olympia
titles won at 7. He is now in second place. Who now holds the record with 8
Mr. Olympia titles?
-- Lee Haney

15 pts

Who is the host of the TV series "American Detective?"
- Lt. John Bunnell

10 pts

Who played the harmonica on the Eurythmics song "There Must Be An Angel
(Playing With My Heart)?"
-- Stevie Wonder

Hour 15
5 pts

Name the only former National Chairman of either the Democratic or
Republican party to be elected President of the United States.
-- George Bush

10 pts

What is the name of the newpaper of Frostbite Falls?
-- The Far Flung Flyer

50 pts

In 1989, Minnesota designated a certain stretch of highway as its first state
wildflower route. Give us the number of the highway and the two towns on
each end of that stretch of highway.
-- Highway 56; from Leroy to Rose Creek

T.O.

As of October 1, 1991, what was the highest Scrabble score recorded in official
play in the United States?
-- 719

10 pts

Where did Harry Newsome play his college football?
-- Wake Forest

30 pts

In the movie "Revenge Of The Nerds - Part 2," one of the characters was
nicknamed Ogre. What was the full character name of this person?
- Frederick Aloysius Paulowatski (which is why he was
called Ogre)

5 pts

In the TV series who played the Green Hornet?
- Van Williams

15 pts

What is the name of the newsletter for the St. Cloud MTC?
-- Behind the Wheel

10 pts

Berke Breathed received a prestigious award in 1987. What is the name of the
award and for what did he recieve it for?
- Pulitzer Prize; Editorial cartooning

Hour 16
5 pts

What composer wrote the symphony that is nicknamed the Pastoral
Symphony?
-- (Ludwig van) Beethoven

10 pts

In the song "Fifty Ways To Leave Your Lover," there are 4 ways mentioned.
What are they?
1) Hop on the bus,
2) Make a new plan,
3) Slip out the back, and
4) Drop off the key.

35 pts

At one time in the TV series, "The Addams Family," Gomez wanted to buy a
railroad line so he could crash REAL trains. What was the name of the
railroad line he wanted to buy?
-- Big Swamp & Southern

15 pts

Who threw the honorary first pitch at the new Comisky Park?
-- Jim Thompson

10 pts

There are various literary awards given out each year. What is the Edgar
Award given for?
-- Best Mystery Novel (named after Edgar Allen Poe)

65 pts

A hall of fame has been established to help preserve and promote the history
of burlesque. It is known as the Exotic Dancers Hall of Fame. Who
established the Hall of Fame, and where is it located?
-- Jenny Lee; Helendale, Ca.

5 pts

Name the two seas that bound Denmark on the East and West.
-- Baltic Sea (on the East) and North Sea (on the West)

15 pts

A certain face of one of the Alp's mountains is so difficult to climb that it has
come to be known as "the meanest mountain on earth." What is the face and
the mountain?
--The north wall of the Eiger

10 pts

What was the name of the make-up artist who created The Thing?
-- Lee Greenway

Hour 17
5pts

In the book "Animal Farm," what is the name of the farm the animals lived

on?
-- Manor Farm
10 pts

Who was the first host of the TV game show "Concentration?"
-- Hugh Downs

50 pts

In the movie "Snow White And The Seven Dwarfs," what is the incantation

the queen uses to turn herself into an old hag?
-- "Mummy dust to make me old.
To shroud my clothes the black of night
To age my voice an old hag's cackle
To whiten my hair-a scream of fright
A blast of wind to fan my hate
A thunderbolt to mix it well"
15 pts

Who holds the course record time for the Men's Wheelchair Divison at the
Grandma's Marathon race?
-- Pol VanWinkel

10 pts

Who designed the Minnesota North Stars new black jerseys?
- Bill Mack

40 pts

For the first time since they were painted more than 300 years ago, two of
Rembrandt's paintings were united at the National Gallery of Art. They were
both paintings of the same person. What is the name of the person in the
paintings?
-- Lucretia

5 pts

What writer created the fictional detective Sam Spade?
-- Dashiell Hammett

15 pts

One of the greatest bottleneck blues guitarists in the U.S. started most of his
performances with the statement "I do not play no rock 'n' roll." What was
his name?
-- Mississippi Fred McDowell

10 pts

In mythology, what are the names of the 9 Muses?
-- Erato, Euterpe, Calliope, Clio, Melpomene, Polyhymnia,
Thalia, Urania, and Terpsichore

Hour 18
5 pts

In the child's poem "Little Boy Blue," where were the sheep and the cows?
-- The sheep's in the meadow and the cows are in the corn

10 pts

What was the nickname of John Daly's caddy when he won the 1991 PGA
Championship?
-- Squeaky

30 pts

What was the name of the cartoon that Pepe le Pew debuted in, and what
name was he given in that cartoon?
-- "Odor-able Kitty," Henry

15 pts

What is the name of the Pocket Books' kangaroo?
-- Gertie

10 pts

Which baseball stadium is shown in the opening sequence of every episode of
the TV series "Perfect Strangers?"
- Wrigley Field

35 pts

In the movie "Curly Sue," what was the title of the song sung over the closing
credits, and who sang it?
-- "You Never Know" sung by Ringo Starr

5 pts

What was Walt Disney's middle name?
-- Elias

15 pts

If you watched the original Mickey Mouse club, you should remember that
every day of the week was represented by a particular theme or activity for
each show. Please give us the theme for each day.
- MONDAY - Fun with Music Day
TUESDAY - Guest Star Day
WEDNESDAY - Anything Can Happen Day
THURSDAY - Circus Day
FRIDAY - Talent Roundup Day

T.O.

What is the lowest point in the world?
-- The shores of the Dead Sea in the Negev desesrt 1302 feet
[397 m} below sea level

Hour 19
5 pts

Mt. Rainier National Park is located in what state?
-- Washington

10 pts

In what body of water will one find the Maldive and the Seychelle Islands?
-- Indian ocean

45 pts

Woody Allen once hoped to name a film after an emotional disorder. It was
not to be. What was the intended title, and what was the actual one, under
which it became one of Allen's most successful films?
- Anhedonia (which is psychiatric lingo for the inability to
experience pleasure.) The final title was Annie Hall.

15 pts

In the movie "Bedknobs and Broomsticks, to fulfill her training as a witch,
Miss Pryce has to learn the spell for substitutiary locomotion. What are the
words that make up this spell?
-TREGUNA MEKOIDES TRECORUM SATIS DEE

10 pts

Name both of the Vice-Presidents who served under two US Presidents.
-- George Clinton (served under Thomas Jefferson and
James Madison)
-- John C. Calhoun (served under John Quincy Adams and
Andrew Jackson)

25 pts

In the book "Charlotte's Web," what were the four messages Charlotte spun
into her web for Wilbur the Pig?
-- Some Pig, Terrific, Radiant, and Humble

5 pts

This American folk hero was known as a "steel driving man." Name him.
-- John Henry

15 pts

Who was the first person on the cover of People magazine?
-- Mia Farrow

10 pts

What was the theme for the 1991 We Fest held in Detroit Lakes?

-- Having Fun in 91

Hour 20
5 pts

What is the name of the person who is the narrator in the novel "Moby
Dick?"
-- Ishmael

10 pts

Who did the narration for the"Bullwinkle Show?"
- Bill (or William) Conrad

35 pts

What is the Alka Seltzer Law of Indigestion number 7?
-- The one food you cannot tolerate will always be served by
your in-laws.

15 pts

Which French conglomerate bought Filmation in 1989, and immediately shut
it down?
-- L'Oreal
From the TV series "The Twilight Zone," aliens from outer space came to the
Earth to help eliminate all of the World's problems. One Alien was addressing
the United Nations and doing so by reading from a book. What type of book
was it?
-- a cook book

10 pts

50 pts

What is the name that was given to the last steam engine built by British
Railways?
-- Evening Star

5 pts

If you were ordering escargot on a french menu, what would you be
ordering in English?
-- snails

15 pts

In Pittsburgh, professional sports teams have a habit of winning
championships if they reach the championship game of the sport. What
team, and in what year, did the last professional Pittsburgh sports team to
lose in a championship final?
-- 1927 Pittsburgh Pirates (to the N.Y. Yankees)

10 pts

And here's our annual Crash Dummy question. Vince and Larry's girlfriends
were introduced this past summer. What are the first names of their
girlfriends?
-- Darlene and Janet

Hour 21
5 pts

In what family of musical instruments will one find the bassoon?

-- woodwinds
10 pts

Kings County of New York is better known by what name?
-- Brooklyn

50 pts

What was the name of the music Charles Winchester was teaching the
Korean musicians in the last episode of MASH?
-- Mozart: Clarinet Quintet in A major

15 pts

When, and in what magazine was the first Buck Rogers story "Armageddon 2419 AD" first printed?
- August 1928 in "Amazing Stories"

10 pts

In what movie would you find Burt Lancaster and Kirk Douglas appearing

together for the first time?
-- I Walk Alone
25 pts

Who provided the voice for Johnny Quest's father?
-- Don Messick

5 pts

How about telling us the names of the 3 Gabor sisters?
-- Zsa Zsa, Eva, Magda

15 pts

Who holds the current N.C.A.A. Division 1 women's basketball record for
consecutive free throws made?
-- Ginny Doyle (Richmond U.)

T.O.

Among his other accomplishments comedian Bob Newhart has won two
Grammys. In what categories did he win and for what record?
-- Best Comedy Performance, Best New Artist of the Year,
for "The Button-Down Mind Strikes Back"

Hour 22
5 pts

What was the name of the Roving Reporter on Magical Trivia Tour Bus?
-Sy Entist

10 pts

In regards to baseball nicknames, if you saw the "Toy Cannon" talking to the

"Barber," who would be talking to whom?
-- Jimmy Wynn would be talking to Sal Maglie
35 pts

The promotional department for cable TV ran a TV ad last year about a
county in a western state that hasn't been the same since cable TV came to
town. Name the county and the state.
-- Fergus county, Montana

15 pts

In the movie "Bambi," what word does the owl use to describe the feeling in

spring that young animals get when they begin to discover the opposite
gender?
-- twitterpated
10 pts

In the TV series "Murphy Brown" what is the character name of Murphy's

former husband?
-- Jake Lowenstein
35 pts

What was the name of the woman about which the song "The Yellow Rose Of
Texas" was written.
-- Emily West

5 pts

How much do the blocks of butter weigh that are used for the Dairy Princess
sculptures ?
--90 pounds

15 pts

There is a Miller Lite beer commercial featuring a subliminal advertising
expert who uses subliminal techniques to get women to buy him a Miller Lite
What was the person's name?
-- Kevin Nealon

10 pts

If you see a tennis player on TV telling you to ''Nupe it with Nuprin," who are
you watching?
-- Jimmy Conners

Hour 23
5 pts

What are the official odds of matching six of six numbers to win the Jackpot
of the Lotto America Lottery?
--1 in 12,913,583

10 pts

What was the name of the mid-70's airborne watercraft whose crew of
Hanna-Barbera characters were out to clean up the environment and find
''The Perfect Place"?
-- Yogi's Ark

35 pts

Two Reisman Trophy winners attended the same high school. Name the
two players, the high school and location where they both attended.
--Tim Brown and Davy O'Brien; Woodrow Wilson High in
Dallas, Texas

15 pts

In the movie "The World According To Garp," John Lithgow's character
played for a football team before having a sex-change operation. Give us his
postion and the name of the team he played for.
- Tight End for the Philadelphia Eagles

10 pts

What is the password one must say to enter the Ink-n-Paint club in
Toontown?
--"Walt sent me"

20 pts

In 1991, four women were chosen to be the first members of the Central
Minnesota Nurses Hall of Fame. What are their names?
-- Nancy Kern, Bernie Lindmeier, Gert Lambert, and Eleanor
Conrad

5 pts

In ancient times, the art of changing a base metal to gold was known by a
certain name. What was it?
-- alchemy

15 pts

John Goodman was a 1975 theater graduate of what university?
-- Southwest Missouri State University

10 pts

Name the character Ethel Merman played in the Batman TV show.
-- Lola Lasagne

Hour 24
5 pts

In the movie "Back To The Future III," what name did Marty McFly give to
the townspeople of Hill Valley when he was asked his name?
-- Clint Eastwood

10 pts

What is the name of the former minister of information for the Black
Panthers who, after 7 years of exile, surrendered to the FBI in New York in
1975?
-- Eldridge Cleaver

40 pts

What was the name of the only member of the CIA to be charged with
espionage?
-- Edward Lee Howard (he was never convicted because he
defected to Russia)

15 pts

In the arcade game, Robotron, what does GRUNT stand for?
-- Ground Roving Unit Network Terminator

10 pts

If a person were to fillip (f-i-1-1-i-p) what would they be doing?
-- snapping their fingers (Making a blow or gesture by the
sudden forcible straightening of a finger curled up against a
thumb, or in other words)

110 pts

In the second game of the 1987 American League championship series, Chet
Lemon hit a home run for the Detroit Tigers. The person who caught the ball
in the stands then threw it back onto the field. What was that person's name?
-- Dennis (or Denny) Yaider

5 pts

Noted American poet T.S. Eliot does have a first and a middle name. What
are they?
-- Thomas Stearns (Eliot)

15 pts

Last year, the Hershey candy bar company ran a TV ad featuring a peanut
who was obsessed with getting into a 5th Ave. candy bar. Because of his
obsession, the peanut was told by a counselor that he had a problem. What
was the problem?
- the peanut had an "edible complex"

10 pts

Strictly in terms of area what is the largest city in the world?
-- Mt. Isa (40978 sq. km in outback Queensland, Australia)

Hour 25
5 pts

Who is the squire of Don Quixote?
-- Sancho Panza

10 pts

What are the call letters of the TV station in the TV series 'WIOU?"
-- WNDY (Channel 12)

35 pts

According to the United States Patent Office who patented the "Apparatus for
treating air," and what is this apparatus?
- Willis Carrier, (the first successful) air conditioner

15 pts

Who directed the first talking film ever made in England, and what was the
title?
- Alfred Hitchcock; Blackmail

10 pts

The Chicago river turns a different color for one day every year. What day is
that and what is the color?
-- St. Patrick's day - green, of course

65 pts

The 1948 Bowman bubble gum cards advertised a certain brand of bubble
gum as well as printing some information about the players on the card.
What was that brand of bubble gum?
-- Blony

5 pts

On the animated Gilligan's Island, which original cast members did not
provide their own voices?
- Tina Louise and Dawn Wells.

15 pts

In the movie "Throw Momma From The Train" which two stars were credited
with making special appearances?
-- Rob Riener, Oprah Winfrey

10 pts

The name "Thomas J. Watson" is most identified with what company?
--IBM

Hour26
5 pts

Under German brewing law, what are the only 4 ingredients permitted for
use in the making of beer?
-- yeast, water, hops and barley malt

10 pts

What is the name of the backup band that plays behind country music star
Alan Jackson?
-- the Strayhorns

40 pts

What is the name of the person who won the 1991 Retinitis Pigmentosa
Swing For Sight U.S. Blind Golfers Association National Championship?
-- Pat Browne

15 pts

Earvin "Magic" Johnson was named the Miller Lite Basketball Player for the
Decade of the 80's. To what cause did he donate his $50,000 prize money?
-- Thurgood Marshall Black College Student Fund

lOpts

About whom did Carly Simon write the song "You're So Vain?"
-- Warren Beatty.

40 pts

In the TV series "Super Force," there is a computer generated, out of focus
image of a man who helps the main characters in the show. He is called Mr.
H. Give us the name of the character that was given in the show, and the
name of the man who does the voiceover for that character.
-- E.B. Hungerford; Patrick MacNee

5 pts

Members of a certain religion will find spiritual wisdom in a book entitled the
Bhagavad-Gita. What religion is that?
-Hinduism

15 pts

In what city would you have found the first Midas Muffler shop?
-- Macon, Georgia

10 pts

In the movie "The Great Dictator," what was the name used for the symbol
on the Tomanian flag?
-- the Double Cross

Hour 27
5 pts

What is the phone number for the request line at WKRP?
-- 555- WKRP (or 555-9577)

10 pts

On the TV show series "Northern Exposure" what is the name of the bar run
by Holling Vencoor?
-The Brick

35 pts

In the comic strip "Crankshaft," concerned townspeople wanted to stop
Crankshaft's reign of terror on his route. The group agreed to contact the
Masked Mother, who can catch up with any bus driver. She can be contacted
by calling L.U.N.C.H.B.A.G .. What does L.U.N.C.H.B.A.G .stand for?
-- Leaugue of Urban Nannies who Chase Hotshot Bus
drivers All over the Geography

15 pts

Prior to her "Unforgettable" album, Natalie Cole had recorded only one other
song that had been recorded by her father. Name that tune.
-- When I Fall In Love

10 pts

In the movie "Firefox," what was the code name for the sub that refueled the
Firefox?
-- Mother 1

40 pts

Who holds the University of Minnesota indoor pole-vault record, and what
was the heighth of his jump?
-- Justin Daler; 17 feet 10 1/ 4 inches

5 pts

Back in the 60s, the secret agents of popular culture made a habit of picking
peculiar names for their organizations. What did ICE stand for in the Matt
Helm movie series?
-- Intelligence Coordination and Exploitation

15 pts

What three objects formed the logo for the Woodstock Music Festival?
-- A Dove and a Hand on a Guitar Neck

10 pts

Who is the current president of the American Red Cross?
- Elizabeth Dole

Hour 28
5 pts

In what country will one find the world's two largest darns?
-Russia

10 pts

What is the tallest building outside of the United States?
-- Bank of China Tower (in Hong Kong built 1988)

25 pts

During the Army-McCarthy hearings, who was it that said to the Senator,
"Have you no sense of decency, sir, at long last?"
-- Joseph Welch

15 pts

What is the name of the evil clown in Stephen King's novel "It"?
-- Pennywise

10 pts

What was Greta Garbo's shoe size?
--''7AA"

135 pts

In the movie "Willie Wonka and the Chocalate Factory," what is written on
the golden ticket?
-- "Wonka's Golden Ticket - Greetings to you the lucky
finder of this golden ticket, from Mr. Willie Wonka. Present
this ticket at the factory gates at ten'o'clock in the morning
of the first day of October and do not be late. You may
bring with you one member of your own farnily ... and only
one...no one else. In your wildest dreams you could not
imagine the marvelous suprises that await you."

5 pts

Which famous diarist lived at 263 Prinsengracht in Amsterdam?
-- Anne Frank.

15 pts

What was unusual about the stand-in used for the Beaver during most of the
TV serier "Leave It To Beaver?"
-- Beaver's stand-in was a midget. (The studio used this
ploy to avoid paying tutoring fees for another child actor.)

10 pts

What does Kirk give for a heading at the end of Star Trek VI: The
Undiscovered Country?

-- "Second star to the right and straight on till morning"

Hour 29 (Beatle's Hour)
5 pts

Who was George Harrison's mentor when he learned to play the sitar?
-- Ravi Shankar

10 pts

Who now owns the rights to the Beatle's library of songs?
- Michael Jackson

35 pts

What was the name of the first song John Lennon learned to play on the
guitar?
- That'll Be The Day

20 pts

What three clubs did the Beatles play in during their first trip to Hamburg,
Germany?
-- Indra, the Kaiserkeller, and the Top Ten

10 pts

Only 2 Beatles songs were released on the Swan record label. For 10 Trivia
points, name those tunes.
-- She Loves You, I'll Get You

40 pts

What song do the Beatles sing in the background of the song "Paperback
Writer?"
-- Frere Jacques

5 pts

What is the real title of the Beatle's "White Album?"
-- The Beatles

15 pts

What was the working title for the Beatle's song "Flying?"
-- Aerial Tour

10 pts

What is the license plate number on the Volkswagon on the front cover of
the Beatle's Abbey Road album?
-- 28 IF

Hour30
5 pts

What was the name given to the first manned submersible used to visit the
Titanic 74 years after it had sunk?
-Alvin

10 pts

What is the next date to follow in this series and why? July 22, 1990; July 11,
1991; June 30, 1992,
-- November 3, 1994. Dates of total eclipses of the sun.

45 pts

Who won the 64th National Spelling Bee (1991) and what word did she spell
correctly to win that title?
-- Joanne Lagatia (Clintonville, WI.)
-- ANTIPYRETIC (def. - anything that reduces fever)

15 pts

Name the five passengers that had to be picked-up in the pinball game Taxi.
-- Gorbie, Pinbot, Drac, Marilyn or Lola, & Santa

10 pts

What was the name of the woman who was chosen to write the sequel to the
book "Gone With The Wind," and what was the name of the book?
- "Scarlett" by Alexandra Ripley

40 pts

In the movie "Police Academy," what is the title of the song playing over the
ending credits, and what was the name of the band?
-- "I'm Gonna Be Somebody" by Jack Mack and the Heart
Attack

5 pts

What three American league teams have not been involved in a no-hitter the
past two years?
-- Twins, Red Sox, and Brewers

15 pts

Who received Lifetime achievement awards at the 1991 Grammy Awards?
-- Bob Dylan, John Lennon, Marian Anderson, Kitty Wells

10 pts

What did Klinger wear when General MacArthur visited the M.A.S.H. 4077?
-- (Klinger dressed as the) Statue of Liberty.

Hour31
5 pts

The current Postmaster General will be retiring at the end of February this
year. What is his name?
-- Anthony Frank

10 pts

What is the promoted phone number to become a CNN Newshound?
--1800-544-NEWS (6397)

55 pts

What was the last song played by Twin Cities station, WLOL when it went
off the air?
--1999 (Prince)

15 pts

There is a poem that has been written about flying that begins:
"Oh, I have slipped the surly bonds of earth,
And danced the skies on laughter-silvered wings."
What is the title of the poem and who wrote it?
-- High Flight by John (Gillespie) Magee Jr.

10 pts

If one were to study lycanthropy (1-y-c-a-n-t-h-r-o-p-y) what would one be
studying?
-- Werewolves or people who thought they were

65 pts

In the movie "It Happened One Night?" what is the name of book that Clark
Gables character is going to write about hitchhiking?
-- The Hitchhiker's Hail

5 pts

Name the current Prime Minister of Great Britain.
-- John Major.

T.O.

Goodyear built it's first public relations airship (blimp) in 1925 and named it
after one of the America's Cup Race yacht winners. What was it's name?
--The Pilgrim

10 pts

What town sponsored the 1991 Class C amateur baseball champs?
-- Regal

Hour32
5 pts

What is the donkey's name in "Winnie-the-Pooh"?
-- Eeyore

10 pts

What country was the first eastern bloc country to ignore the Soviet boycott
of the 1984 Summer Olympic games in Los Angeles?
-- Romania

75 pts

Prior to September of last year, there were 4 high schools in the U.S. whose
football teams had won 600 or more football games. A fifth high school
joined the ranks of the 600 club in early September. Name the 5 schools.
- New Castle (Pa.), Valdosta (Ga.), Massillon (Oh), Little
Rock Central (Ar), and Canton McKinley (Oh)

15 pts

The top pilots in the Navy go to the Navy's TOP GUN program? What is the
same program called in the Air Force?
-RED FLAG

10 pts

Name the actor who wrote the science fiction novel "Tek War?"
- William Shatner.

T.O.

In the movie "Raiders of the Lost Ark," what is the name of the bar where
Harrison Ford meets Karen Allen?
-- Club Obi Wan.

5 pts

In the TV series "Space:1999," what is the name of the research colony on the
moon?
-- Moonbase Alpha

15 pts

What is the name of the cartoon in which an ambulatory air-breathing shark
with Curly's voice plays in a band with a bunch of teenagers, and what
instrument does the shark play?
-- Jabberjaw plays the drums (nyuk nyuk nyuk)

10 pts

According to a song by Tony Orlando and Dawn, what are you supposed to
do if you want me, and what are you supposed to do if you don't, and please
sing the answer.
-- "Knock <doof> three <doof> times <doof>
on the ceiling if you want me,
Twice on the pipes <clang> <clang>
if the answer is no ... "

Hour33
5 pts

Who was the creator of the Pippi Longstocking series of books?
- Astrid Lindgren

10 pts

Which videoclip did Norm from "Cheers" appear in prior to the Michael
Jackson video?
-- The 'Ghostbusters' video (from Ray Parker Jr.)

25 pts

Who was the first black sports writer allowed into the Baseball Writer's
Association?
--Sam Lacy

15 pts

Who provided the voice for the manager of the band "Josie and the
Pussycat's?"
-- Casey Casem

10 pts

In the movie "Dirty Dancing," what was Baby Houseman's real first name?
-- Francis

35 pts

A.T.& T. is running a TV ad about consumers being taken to the cleaners by
using other long distance phone companies. What is the name of the
company on the laundry truck that is taking people to the cleaners?
- Sta Bright laundry

5 pts

What company was inundated with lawsuits regarding the Dalkon Shield
1.U.D.?
-- A.H. Robins

15 pts

Who was the first high school basketball coach to win a Minnesota title with
two different public schools?
- Lloyd Holm (Duluth Denfeld and St. Louis Park?

10 pts

Who sang the song "Rubber Duckie?"
-- Ernie (Jim Henson)

Hour34
5 pts

What sporting event is known as the "run for the roses?"
-- the Kentucky Derby

10 pts

What couple was executed in 1953 for passing atomic secrets to Russia?
-- Julius and Ethel Rosenberg

35 pts

If the painter of the picture "In the Boat" was talking to the painter of the
picture "Breezing Up," who would be talking to whom?
-- Edouard Manet would be talking to Winslow Homer

15 pts

There is a county in Massachusetts that has been the birthplace of three
presidents. What is that county?
-- Norfolk

10 pts

In a single day, this fictional character dreamed that he was a naval
commander sending the SN 202, a huge, eight-engined hydroplane, hurtling
through the worst storm in twenty years, an eminent surgeon saving the life
of the millionaire banker, Wellington McMillan, the greatest shot in the world
with any type of firearm, a WWI bomber pilot flying 40 km through hell over
German lines, and finally he was facing the firing squad--"undefeated,
inscrutable to the last"?
-- Walter Mitty (James Thurber's dreamer extrodanaire)

75 pts

In the Bugle Boy jeans commercial featuring the Go-Gos at a live concert, the
lead singer stops the band in the middle of a song to ask one of the men in
the audience if he is wearing Bugle Boy jeans. What is the section and seat
number he was sitting in?
-- Section E Seat 102

5 pts

Since the 1880's, what has been the standard gauge for railroad tracks in the
U.S.? (And you can give that to us in feet or meters.)
-- 4 feet 8.5 inches or 1.41 meters

15 pts

Who holds the career record for home runs hit by a pitcher?
-- Wes Ferrell

10 pts

Harvard university was not known as Harvard when it was founded. By
what name was it known before the name was changed to Harvard?
-- Cambridge

Hour 35 (TV Hour)
5 pts

At what hotel were the first Grammy Award ceremonies held and who was
the host?
-- Beverly Hilton Hotel in Los Angeles, Mort Dahl

10 pts

During the opening credits and theme song for the cartoon "Mr. Magoo,"
what epithet is uttered by Mr. Magoo?
-- Roadhog

40 pts

For all the devotees of the soaps, what would be the full name of the oft
married, mean-spirited, glitter-vixen Erica Kane if she kept all her married
names?
-- Erica Kane Martin Brent Cudahy Chandler Montgomery
Montgomery (Chandler)

15 pts

According to Bullwinkle's Mr. Know-it-all what four things do you need to
tame a lion
- A whip, a gun, a chair, and a tame lion

T.O.

What is the name given to the special kind of hat worn by the nuns in the TV
series "The Flying Nun?"
-- Cornet

25 pts

MacGyver's first name was mentioned in a recent episode. What is that
name?
-Angus

5 pts

Before it was named the Ed Sullivan show in honor of Ed Sullivan, this variety
show had a different title. What was the title?
-- Toast Of the Town

15 pts

In the movie "Soapdish," the background against which Sally Field, Kevin
Kline and the gang do their comedic thing is a soap. Name that soap.
-- "The Sun Also Sets"

10 pts

Who is the 1991 celebrity team captain for the Pittsburgh Penguins N.H.L.
hockey team?
-- Fred Rogers (Mr. Rogers)

Hour 36
5 pts

F. T. Frelinghuysen, Jeremiah S. Black, Elihu Root, and Frank Kellogg have all
held the U.S. Cabinet post. What post is that?
-- Secretary of State

lOpts

During the Super Bowl you may have noticed the unofficial mascot of the
Washington Redskins stalking the sidelines in a feather headdress and a
leather outfit. What• is the name given to that mascot?
-- Chief Z

50 pts

In the music video for the song "I Lost On Jeopardy," by Weird Al Yankovic,
he is a contestant on Jeopardy. What are the categories for the first round of
Jeopardy?
-- World Geography, Themes, Food, Famous Accordian
Players, Nuclear Power, Potpurri

15 pts

In the Dr. Seuss book "The Cat In The Hat," what were the names given to
the creatures that the cat let out of a red box at Sally's house?
-- Thing 1 and Thing 2

10 pts

On the KVSC Magical Trivia Bus Tour, what was the forth stop of the tour?
-The Inquisition

20 pts

Who was the first American casualty of Operation Desert Storm?
- (Lt. Cmdr.) Michael Speicher

5 pts

What is the capital of the state that is nicknamed the "Sunflower State?"
--Topeka (Kansas)

15 pts

What is the name of the person who has won the most Minnesota State Fair
championship ribbons for the growing of dahlias?
-- Herb Brase

10 pts

With what classical composer would you connect the "Trout Quintet?"
-- Franz Schubert

Hour37
5 pts

On the 1991 Doonesbury Organizational Chart, 2 names were listed under
the R.I.P heading. What were those names?
- Dick and Andy

10 pts

Who won the 1943 Caldecott Medal for illustrating the James Thurber book
entitled "Many Moons?"
- Louis Slobodkin

50 pts

What is the name of the number 1 flavor developer, taste tester and
spokesman for Edy's Grand Light Ice Cream?
-- John Harrison

15 pts

Out of the 51 countries that are considered founding member states of the
United Nations, only one country was not present at the United Nation
Conference on International Organization in San Francisco, when the United
Nations Charter was drawn up and signed. What is the name of the country
which was not present?
- Poland

15 pts

What was the name of the book that Val Ewing wrote about the Ewing
family in the series "Knots Landing"?
-- Capricorn Crude

25 pts

When Woody Harrelson of "Cheers" fame was somewhat younger, he got
married for a weekend. Who was that he married on the spur of the
moment and then divorced almost as quickly?
-- Nancy Simon (Neil Simon's daughter)

5 pts

What Twins pitcher won the first no-hitter thrown in the old Met?
-- Jack Kralick

15 pts

What were the names of the two MASH Olypmpics teams formed by
Hawkeye and BJ?
-- (Hawkeye's) Yellow Blackbirds and (BJ's) Pink Elephants

10 pts

Volkswagen is running an ad campaign in which it mentions a German word
that supposedly describes the high quality of the VW. Spell that word for us
as it is spelled in the ad.
-- FAHRVERGNUGEN

Hour38
5 pts

Evelyn Waugh's book entitled "Scoop" is a satire on what profession?
-- Journalism

10 pts

What are the two words that George Michael writes on a woman's body in
the music video "I Want Your Sex?"
-- Explore Monogamy

45 pts

Prior to a major league baseball game being played, the umpires for the
game rub down the days baseballs with a mud that is used to take the gloss
off a baseball so it will not slip out of a pitcher's hand. Who discovered the
brand of mud currently being used to take the gloss of major league
baseballs?
-- Lena Blackburne

15 pts

Last January, Roger Clemens and his brother Gary were arrested outside a
Texas bar and charged with aggravated assault. What was the name of the
bar where the altercation took place?
-- Bayou Mamas

10 pts

What is the code used on food products to indicate that the product is koshercertified?
-- the letter U in a circle (It stands for Orthodox union)

30 pts

What is the name of the tobacco blend that Howard smokes in the TV series
"Hill Street Blues?"
-- Dutchman's Gold

5 pts

To whom did Greg Louganis finish second in platform diving in his first
Olympic appearance?
- Klaus DiBiasi

15 pts

In the movie "101 Dalmatians," Pongo uses a special means of
communication to alert the dog and animal community in order to help find
his lost puppies. What was this form of communication called?
- Twilight Bark

10 pts

Who played the character Hubert Peabody in "The Jack Carson" radio show?
-Mel Blanc

Hour39
5 pts

Who does Sherlock Holmes' friend Inspector LaStrade work for?
- Scotland Yard

10 pts

What was the other title of Shakespeare's play "The Twelth Night?"
- What You Will

35 pts

In the British cartoon series "Dangermouse," our fearless hero has a
frightened assistant. What is the character's name?
-- Ernest Penefold

15 pts

Students for St Cloud State University's British Studies program are housed in
Alnwick Castle, which is the home of the Duchess of Northumberland,
England. What is the proper name of the Duchess?
-- Elizabeth Douglas Percy

10 pts

What was the name of the first band British born guitarist Peter Frampton
played with?
--The Herd

45 pts

Last year Mattel Toys came out with three new dolls that featured authentic
African-American features. By what names are these three new dolls
known?
-- Shani, Asha, and Nichelle

5 pts

What ship was credited with the first ship-to-ship victory over a British ship in
the War of 1812?
-- (U.S.S.) Constitution

15 pts

Who was the first British monarch to set foot on American soil?
-- King George the sixth

10 pts

Who played the evil Sheriff of Nottingham in the most recent Robin Hood
movie "Prince of Thieves?"
- Alan Rickman

Hour40
5 pts

Who was the first pitcher to pitch for both the American and National leagues
in the All-Star game?
- Jim Bunning

10 pts

Chuck Knoblauch hit one home run last season. Off what pitcher did he hit
his momorable blast?
- Mike Mussina

50 pts

The St. Paul Pioneer Press sponsored a contest last summer to give a
nickname to our Minnesota Twins. The Nickname chosen was "The GaspHouse Gang," and two people submitted that name. Who were those two
people?
- Lindsey Henry and David Poplau

15 pts

Who were the three coaches for the 1991 Minnesota Northern All-Star High
School baseball squad?
-- Lyle Rambow (Morris) Art Kaunonen (Braham) and
Lowell Searcy (Brainerd)

10 pts

What major league baseball player was the first to hit an inside-the-park
home run at the Toronto Skydome?
- Rance Mulliniks

25 pts

This past baseball season, the E.S.P.N. broadcasting station chronicled the
efforts of two people to visit every major and minor league ball park in the
United States. Name those two wild and crazy people.
-- Bill Krabe and Sue Essler (or Sue Krabe)

5 pts

What black baseball player was known as the "Babe Ruth of the Negro
Leagues?"
-- Josh Gibson

15 pts

Three of the most highly paid men in baseball, Danny Tartabull, Bobby
Bonilla, and Jose Canseco, are all represented by the same agent. Name him.
- Dennis Gilbert

15 pts

In what city and country were the 1991 Pan Am softball games held?
-- Santiago, Cuba

Hour41
5 pts

How many scrabble tiles are in a hand?
-- 7

10 pts

Who won the 1990 National Book Critics Circle award for poetry, and what
was the title of the book?
--Arny Gerstler for "Bitter Angel"

45 pts

According to the 1959 Hibbing High School yearbook, what did Bob Dylan
list as his ambition?
- "To join Little Richard"

15 pts

Who was the corporate sponser for Paul Simon's 1991 Tour?
-- American Express Gold Card

10 pts

Name of Bilbo Baggins' nephew and heir?
-- Frodo Baggins

55 pts

Who was the last Minnesota student to score a perfect 1600 on the Scholastic
Aptitude Test?
-- Kyle Vrieze

T.O.

How much wine is there in a magnum?
-- two quarts

15 pts

The U.S.A. International Ballet competition happens in the U.S. once every
four years, and only in one city. Name that city.
- Jackson, Mississippi

10 pts

At the site of the 1939 New York World's Fair, a time capsule has been
buried. In what year is it scheduled to be opened?
-- 6939

Hour42
5 pts

What ancient aquatic vehicle measured 300 cubits by 50 cubits by 30 cubits?
-- Noah's Ark

10 pts

'The Mickey Mouse March" is heard at the begining of every episode of "The
Mickey Mouse Club." Who wrote this song?
-- Jimmie Dodd

25 pts

Last year, the Long John Silver fast food franchises in Chicago were giving
away mugs with the pictures of 4 different ships on them. What kind of ships
were on the mugs?
-- Barkentine, Schooner, Clipper, and Brig or Brigantine

15 pts

In the movie "Animal House," the members of the Animal House frat went to
a night club featuring a rhythm and blues band? Name the club and the
band.
-- Dexter Lake Club; Otis Day and the Knights

10 pts

What was the theme song for the TV show "Harper Valley P.T.A., and who
wrote it?
-- Harper Valley P.T.A., Tom T. Hall

75 pts

In the TV commercial for Levi's Dockers featuring four men on a cable car,
what is the number of the cable car and the route it is on?
-- #914; St. Charles

5 pts

Which toy company originally produced the "Smokey the Bear" stuffed toy?
-- Ideal Toy Company

15 pts

Who was the runner who was involved in a collision with Jim Ryun during a
preliminary heat of the 1500m in the Munich Olympic games that took them
both out of the competition?
-- Billy Fourdjour (of Ghana)

10 pts

What was the name of the bear Russia used as a mascot for the 1980 Olympic
Games?
--Misha

Hour43
5 pts

What do you do to a carrot or a potato when you julianne it?
-- you cut it into very thin strips

10 pts

What is the name of the artist behind the drawings of catwraps, catfolios,
momcats and all the cats that look like meatloaves?
- B. Kliban

50 pts

In the Budget Liquor store TV commercials, what is the number on Wally The

Beer-man's shirt?
-- 2524

15 pts

What fictitious family resided at 165 Eaton Place, London?
--The Bellamys (from "Upstairs, Downstairs")

10 pts

What is the name of the Planetarium and Observatory that opened last
October (in Pittsburgh) that is billing itself as the planet's largest physically
interactive and most modern planetarium?
-- Henry Buhl Jr. planetarium

55 pts

In the movie "Total Recall," the fourth and deciding game of the World Series

for that year is heard in passing. What two teams are playing in that series?
-- Toronto Blue Jays and the Tokyo Samurai
5 pts

Who wrote the words for "The Star Spangled Banner?"
-- Francis Scott Key

15 pts

In the Disney version of Tri val Pursuit what two characters can one find with

the blue pie on the board?
-- Dopey and Grumpy
10 pts

Who plays Humpty Dumpty in the 1933 Movie "Alice In Wonderland?"
-- W. C. Fields

Hour44
5 pts

Name the U.S. Space Shuttle designated as the replacement to the ill-fated
Challenger.
-- Endeavour

10 pts

What is a sphygmomanometer? (SPHYGMOMANOMETER)]
-- the pump and cuff device used to measure blood pressure

200 pts

In 1991 Macy's celebrated its 65th year and in honor of this occasion they
flew a record number of character balloons in the Thanksgiving day parade.
Please give us the names of the 17 large character balloons that flew last
year.
-Big Bird
Bart Simpson
Spiderman
Woody Woodpecker
Babar
Bugs Bunny
Kermit the Frog
Betty Boop
Raggedy Ann
Snoopy
Woodstock
Pink Panther
Quik Bunny
Linus the Lionhearted
Snuggles Bear
Clifford the Big Red Dog
Happy Dragon or Dino the Dragon

15 pts

From the movie Back To The Future Part III, when Dr. Brown returned to
the future in his time traveling train, he had Clara, his wife, and their two
boys. What were the first names of the two boys?
-- Jules and Verne

10 pts

In what small town in Kentucky did Colonel Harlen Sanders first develop his
Kentucky Fried Chicken recipe?
-- Corbin, Ky.

25 pts

What is the name given for the dapper gentleman who can be found on the
American editions of the Monopoly boards?
-- Rich Uncle Pennybags

5 pts

What creatures live in a formicary?
-- ants

15 pts

While Calvin and Hobbes are playing with a Ouija board, Calvin asks the
board if he will grow up to be president. What was the Ouija boards
response?
-- G-0-D F-0-R-B-I-D

10 pts

What are the names of the two swans that took the place of the swans that
were killed at Lake George in 1990?
-- Larry Bud and Feather Lou

Hour45
5 pts

What is Colonel Potter's religious preference?
-- Methodist

10 pts

How many copies of "Action Comics #1" are known to exist at present?
-- 12 (from the original printing of 100,000)

50 pts

From the movie "Roxanne" you may recall the scene in a bar where Steve
Martin's character humiliates a wise-guy who has made a rude remark about
his nose. The guy is asked if he can't come up with some wittier remark than
he made, at which time he sarcastically asks if Martin can come up with
something better. Martin says he can in fact come up with 20 something
betters. Please tell us the "Something Better" that he called Fashionable.
-- You £Qilld de-emphasize your nose if you wore something
larger - like Wyoming.

15 pts

What is the name and nickname of the person in the Planter's Nut
Commercial who does the backstroke on land?
-- Tim "Landswimmer" Cooper

10 pts

Dostoyevsky's novel "Crime And Punishment" is set in what city?
-- St. Petersburg

40 pts

Camel cigarettes has a billboard and magazine ad featuring a jazz band that
consists of five cool camels. What are the names given to each camel?
-- Eddie, Floyd, Bustah, Max and Joe

5 pts

What is the monetary unit of Argentina?
-- Austral

15 pts

Please give us the names of the first father and son combination to be
inducted into the S.C.S.U. Athletic Hall of Fame.
-- Dave and Jerry Reichel

10 pts

Who was elected president of the Minnesota Farmer's Union for the term

starting on September 1, 1991?
-- Dave Frederickson

Hour46
5pts

In bowling terminology, what is a turkey?

-- three strikes in a row
10 pts

What is the name of the trophy given the winner of the Western Collegiate
Hockey Association's final four tourney?
-- Broadmoor trophy

40 pts

The first announcement of the nominations for the 1990 Academy Awards
was made by radio on February 13, 1991. Who were the two announcers?
- Karl Maldin and Denzil Washington

15 pts

What club took first place in the Clown Club division of the Parade
Competition during the 1989 St. Paul Winter Carnival?
-- Powder Puff Clown Club

10 pts

What two groups had Top 40 hits with a song about a magic love potion that
was numbered 9?
-- the Clovers; the Searchers

25 pts

The Smithsonian Institute will be opening a Star Trek exhibit at the end of
February. In that exhibit will be a copy of one episode of the original Star
Trek series. What is the name of that episode?
-- 'Where No Man Has Gone Before"

5 pts

What was written on the Wizard's Balloon from the movie "Wizard of Oz?"
-- State Fair, Omaha

15 pts

In 1991 we saw the reintroduction of the Care Bears. It also saw the

introduction of a white bear with an American flag, in the shape of a heart, on
his tummy. What is the name of this new bear?
-- Proud Heart Bear
10 pts

What pop music superstar did Pepsi-Cola sign to do commercials for them in
1984?
- Lionel Ritchie

Hour47
5 pts

What was the theme for Trivia Weekend 1987?
--Trivia Getaway

10 pts

According to the rules at Harrah's Casino's, what is the number of decks that
goes into a baccarat game, and what the decks placed into to play?
-- 8, "a shoe"

20 pts

Who was the first woman to head a U.S. Army headquarters staff agency?
-- Brig. Gen. Mildred Hedberg

15 pts

Who was the 1991 harness horse of the year?
- Precious Bunny

10 pts

In the langauge of Rocky and Bullwinkle, what is a Pottsylvania Persuader?
--A bomb

60 pts

What is the name of the man that saved Donald Trump's mother from a
mugger during a violent robbery?
-- Lawrence Herbert

5 pts

Who wrote a 2-volume set of children's stories called "The Jungle Book?"
-- Rudyard Kipling

15 pts

Who was the commencement speaker for Dartmouth College in June of
1991?
-- Elizabeth Dole

10 pts

Bravo Burritos states that "Our burritos and tacos are designed to be eaten
out of the hand. Please tell us the what they call the "Bravo Burrito
Technique"
--1) Leave the burrito wrapped in the foil. Pull the foil open on one end.
2) Place thumb on seam of foil. Tear off an inch strip of foil.
3) Bite into the burrito and enjoy!
NOTE: Burritos sit on their end, don't lay on their side.

I

I
I

Hour48
5 pts

What is the state insect for Delaware?
-- Ladybug

10 pts

In what film is Alfred Hitchcock known for putting a luminous bulb into a

glass of milk in order to draw the audiences attention?
-Suspicion
25 pts

In the last episode of the TV series "China Beach," what is the name of "The

Boy in the Pants" that McMurphy finally remembered?
-- Lawrence F. McClintock
15 pts

Who became the first artist on Billboard's magazine chart to score seven
consecutive nimber one hits?
-- Whitney Houston

10 pts

Which Harlem born novelist wrote "Go Tell It On The Mountain," Geovanni's
Room" and "Another Country?"
- James Baldwin

65 pts

Brent Spiner, Data from the Star Trek: The Next Generation TV series,
recently released a music CD. On one of the songs, the "Sunspots" provides
back-up. Please list the members of this group.
-- Le Var Burton; Michael Dorn
Jonathan Frakes; Patrick Stewart

5 pts

What was the name of Scooby's gang's van?
-- The Mystery Machine.

15 pts

Who was the officer in charge of the casket detail at John F. Kennedy's
funeral?
-Sam Bird

10 pts

What is the next scheduled launch of the space shuttle?
-- March 14, 1992

Hour49
5 pts

What was the first answer, and for how many points was this question worth
from Hour 1 of Trivia Weekend 1992: The Magical Trivia Tour.
-- 5pts
- Anne Abicht

10 pts

Whose autobiography is entitled "Child Star?''
- Shirley Temple Black

35 pts

What are the words to the Tupperware song?
-- "I've got that Tupper feeling
Deep in my heart, deep in my heart
Deep in my heart,
I've got that Tupper feeling
Deep in my heart, deep in my heart to stay".

15 pts

In 1966, what was the actress Hedy Lamarr arrested for:

- shoplifting
10 pts

From what television show could you have heard "Atomic batteries to
power ... turbines up to speed... roger, ready to move out?"
-- Batman

85 pts

In 1935, what two Cornell University ornithologists made the only known

recording of the call of the ivory billed woodpecker?
-- Arthur Allen and Peter (Paul) Kellogg
5 pts

What is the celebrated Birthday of KVSC?
-- May 9th

15 pts

Which church dining hall burned during the 1990 State Fair ?
-- The Epiphany Country Diner

10 pts

If while in Arkansas, you needed to cross Conway Lake, what is the name of

the ferry you would take?
-- Toad Suck Ferry

I-lour 50
5pts

What American city boasts the world's busiest airport?
-- Chicago

10 pts

In the movie "Dr. Doolittle," the Great Pink Sea Snail is the creature that

carries Dr. Doolittle and his party back to England as the snail was on his way
to visit his cousin in Scotland? What was that cousin?
-- the Loch Ness monster
35 pts

Last year, the University of Minnesota ran a TV ad promoting Gopher
football. It featured a man responding to some Rorschach ink blots. What
was the name of the man taking the test?
-- Mr. Porkrind

15 pts

Who was voted the greatest bowler of the first half century by the Bowling
Writer's Association of America?
-- Hank Moreno

45 pts

In their inaugural season, the Minnesota North Stars held a contest to name

the team. Slightly more than 50 people submitted the name "North Stars."
From those who submitted the name "North Stars," whose name was chosen
as the winning entry?
- Bill Swanson
5 pts

In the "Muppet Movie," what was Gonzo's occupation before he joined the
muppets?
-- He was a plumber (who wanted to go to Bombay, India to
become a movie star)

15 pts

What is the Alka Seltzer Law of Indigestion number 20?
-- A wife is never prepared for what her husband prepares
for supper.

10 pts

In the TV series "Twin Peaks," what is the name of the diner owned by

Norma Jennings?
-- The Double R Diner

